**Questions for the Microbiologists:**

1. How many bacteria are there on me right now?

2. How can we stop ourselves from getting sick?

3. Is there such a thing as good bacteria? How many? Where do you find good bacteria? What do they do?

4. Are there more good bacteria or bad bacteria in the world?

5. The librarians tested stuff in the library and grew bacterial colonies from that stuff! EW. Do I have to worry about touching library books now?!

6. Can bacteria live in outer space / on the moon / on other planets?

7. Can bacteria live in really hot places (like inside volcanoes) or really cold places (like Antarctica)?

8. What is your favorite fun fact about bacteria?

9. What’s the difference between bacteria and viruses?

10. What do you do at your job? What bacteria do you study? Are you ever worried that you’ll “catch” the bacteria and get sick? Do you use microscopes a lot?

11. What does bacteria taste like?

12. Does bacteria have a smell?

13. Are there bacteria inside of us? Inside of animals? Are they the same types of bacteria? How does the bacteria get there?